Boolean networks are a popular modeling framework in computational biology to capture the dynamics of molecular networks, such as gene regulatory networks. It has been observed that many published models of such networks are defined by regulatory rules driving the dynamics that have certain so-called canalizing properties. This paper contains the results from computational experiments aimed at investigating the attractor structure of Boolean networks defined by functions of a given canalizing depth. We observe that Boolean networks with higher canalizing depth have generally fewer attractors, the attractors are smaller, and the basins are larger, with implications for the stability and robustness of the models. These properties are relevant to many biological applications. Moreover, our results show that, from the standpoint of the attractor structure, high canalizing depth, compared to relatively small positive canalizing depth, has a very modest impact on dynamics.
Introduction
Boolean networks are discrete-time and discrete-space dynamical systems often used in molecular and systems biology to model regulatory networks (see, e.g., [2, 8, 11, 12, 13] ). However, since any set function on binary strings can be represented as a Boolean network, there has been extensive work to find characteristics of Boolean functions that correspond to properties of actual regulatory rules, so as to limit the class of rules that needs to be considered for modeling. One such property has been introduced by S. Kauffman in [6] , inspired by the concept of canalization from evolutionary biology. A Boolean function is canalizing if there is a variable and a value of the variable such that if the variable takes the value, then the value of the function does not depend on other variables. It was shown that models defined by such functions often exhibit less chaotic and more stable behaviour [5, 9] . Nested canalizing functions, obtained by applying the concept of canalization recursively, were introduced in [8] . They form a special subset of canalizing functions and have stable dynamics [9] .
To cover more models arising in applications, the notion of nested canalized function was relaxed by Layne, Dimitrova, and Macaulay [10] by assigning to every Boolean function its canalizing depth. Non-canalizing functions have canalizing depth zero and nested canalizing functions have the maximal possible canalizing depth, equal to the number of variables. Canalizing depth of a Boolean network is defined as the minimum of the canalizing depths of the functions defining the network. In [10] , activities and sensitivities of functions with different canalizing depths and stability and criticality of Boolean networks composed from such functions were investigated. It has been observed that Boolean networks of higher canalizing depth tend to be more stable and less sensitive. However, increasing the canalizing depth to the maximum does not improve the stability significantly compared to moderate positive canalizing depth. These observations give a strong indication of the biological utility of canalizing function, even with small canalizing depth.
Attractors in Boolean network models can be interpreted as distinct cell types [7, p. 202] and their lengths can be viewed as the variety of different gene expression patterns corresponding to the cell type. Thus, understanding the attractor structure of a random Boolean network defined by functions of a fixed canalizing depth is important for assessing biological relevance of such models. Analytic study of the attractor structure of nested canalizing Boolean networks has been done in [9] . For discussion about attractors of length one (i.e., steady state), we refer to [14] .
In this paper, we report the results of computational experiments with approximately 30 million randomly generated Boolean networks of all possible canalizing depths with the number of variables ranging from 4 to 18. For each of these networks, we determine sizes of all the attractors and basins of attraction and analyze the obtained data. We discover the following:
(1) For a fixed number of variables, the sample mean of the number of attractors and average size of an attractor decrease when the canalizing depth increases.
(2) The decrease of the average size of an attractor is much greater than the decrease of the number of attractors as the canalizing depth increases.
(3) Both decreases from (1) are substantial when the canalizing depth changes from zero to small canalizing depths but a further increase of the canalizing depth does lead to a significant decrease for either the sample means or for the empirical distributions.
(4) The relative decrease of the sample mean of the number of attractors and the average attractor size when the canalizing depth changes from zero to one becomes sharper when the number of variables increases.
The observations (1) and (3) are consistent with the results obtained in [10] for sensitivity and stability. This provides new evidence that Boolean networks of small positive canalizing depth are almost as well-suited for modeling as those with nested canalizing functions, from the point of view of stability. Since there are many more canalizing functions of small positive canalizing depth than nested canalizing functions [4, Section 5], they provide a richer modeling toolbox.
The source code we used for generating and analyzing data is available at https://github. com/MathTauAthogen/Canalizing-Depth-Dynamics. The raw data is available at https://github.com/ MathTauAthogen/Canalizing-Depth-Dynamics/tree/master/data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains necessary definitions about canalizing functions and Boolean networks. Outlines of the algorithms used in our computational experiments are in Section 3. The main observations are summarized in Section 4. Section 5 contains conclusions.
Preliminaries
n at time t, we define the state a t+1 := f (a t ) = (a t+1,1 , . . . , a t+1,n ) ∈ {0, 1} n at time t + 1 by
Definition 2.2 (Attractors and basins). Let f = (f 1 , . . . , f n ) be a Boolean network.
• A sequence a 1 , . . . , a ∈ {0, 1} n of distinct states is called an attractor of f if f (a i ) = a i+1 for every 1 i < and f (a ) = a 1 .
• An attractor a 1 , . . . , a ∈ {0, 1} n is called a steady state if = 1.
• Let A = (a 1 , . . . , a ) ∈ ({0, 1} n ) be an attractor of f . The basin of A is the set
. . x n ) is canalizing with respect to a variable x i if there exists a value a ∈ {0, 1} such that
where
• i 1 , . . . , i k are distinct integers form 1 to n;
• g is a noncanalizing function in the variables {x 1 , . . . , x n } \ {x i1 , . . . , x i k }.
Outline of the algorithms
In our computational experiment, we generated random Boolean networks of various canalizing depths. For each network, we store a list of pairs (a i , b i ), where a i is the size of the i-th attractor of the network, and b i is the size of its basin. The generated data is available at https://github.com/MathTauAthogen/ Canalizing-Depth-Dynamics/tree/master/data. To generate the data, we used two algorithms: one for generating a random Boolean network of a given canalizing depth and one for finding the sizes of attractors and their basins. 
Finding the sizes of the attractors and their basins

Generating random Boolean functions of a given canalizing depth
[10, Section 5] contains a sketch of an algorithm for generating random Boolean functions that have canalizing depth at least k for a given k. Here, we generate functions of canalizing depth equal to k and take a different approach than [10] . In order to ensure that the probability distribution of possible outputs is uniform, we use the following structure theorem due to He and Macaulay [4] .
Theorem 3.1 ([4, Theorem 4.5])
. Every Boolean function f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ≡ 0 can be uniquely written as
where
(x ij + a ij ) for every 1 i r, p C ≡ 0 is a noncanalizing function, and k = Our algorithm is summarized in Algorithms 2 and 3 below. Correctness of Algorithm 2 follows from Theorem 3.1, and correctness of Algorithm 3 can be proved directly by induction on k.
Algorithm 2: Generating a random Boolean function of a given canalizing depth
In: Nonnegative integers k and n with k n Out: A Boolean function f in n variables of canalizing depth k such that, for fixed k and n, all possible outputs have the same probability 1 In the notation of Theorem 3.1, generate the following:
(a) random bits b, a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ {0, 1} n ;
(b) a random subset X ⊂ {x 1 , . . . , x n } with |X| = k; (c) a random ordered partition X = X 1 . . . X r of X (using Algorithm 3); (d) a random noncanalizing function p C ≡ 0 in variables {x 1 , . . . , x n } \ X (see Remark 3.1).
2 Form a function f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) using the data generated in Step 1 as in Theorem 3.1 where M i involves exactly the variables from X i for every 1 i r.
3 If f does not satisfy any of the conditions (E1) or (E2), discard it and run the algorithm again. Otherwise, return f .
Remark 3.1. We generate a random noncanalizing function as follows. We generate a random Boolean function and test for canalization until we generate a noncanalizing one. Then we return it. Since canalizing functions are rare [4, Section 5], this algorithm is fast enough for our purposes.
Algorithm 3: Generating a random ordered partition of a given finite set
In: A finite set X with |X| = k Out: An ordered partition X = X 1 · · · X r into nonempty subsets X 1 , . . . , X r such that, for a fixed X, all possible outputs have the same probability 1 Compute p 0 , . . . , p k , where f p i is the number of ordered partitions of a set of size i, using the
2 Generate an integer N uniformly at random from [1, p k ].
3 Find the minimum integer j between 1 and k such that
4 Randomly select a subset X 1 ⊂ X of size j.
5 Generate an ordered partition X 2 · · · X r of X \ X 1 recursively.
6 Return X 1 · · · X r . 
Experimental results
Sample means of N (f ) and AS(f )
For every n = 4, . . . , 18 and every 0 k n, we generate random Boolean networks in n variables of canalizing depth k and compute the mean of N (f ) and AS(f ). Figure 1 shows how these means depend on k for n = 15 (based on 50000 samples for each k). The shape of the plots is similar for other values of n we did computation for (that is, n = 4, . . . , 18). Note that although both means are decreasing, the decrease of the mean of AS(f ) is more substantial. Figure 2 shows the empirical distributions of N (f ) and AS(f ) for n = 12 and k = 0, 1, 3, 12 based on 300000 samples for each k. From the plot, we can make the following observations.
• The distributions become more concentrated and the peak shifts towards zero when k increases.
• The distributions of nonzero canalizing depths differ dramatically from the distribution for zero canalizing depth but are similar to each other, especially for larger depths. This agrees with the plots on Figure 1 . 
Relative decreases
From Figure 1 , we can observe that, for both N (f ) and AS(f ), the sample mean decreases rapidly for small canalizing depths. In order to understand how this decrease behaves for large n, we introduce N k (n) := the sample mean of N (f ) for n variables and canalizing depth k the sample mean of N (f ) for n variables and canalizing depth 0 .
AS k (n) is defined analogously. Figure 3 plots N 1 (n), N 2 (n), N 3 (n), N n (n) and AS 1 (n), AS 2 (n), AS 3 (n), AS n (n) as functions of n. From the plots we see that
• the relative initial decease from canalizing depth 0 to canalizing depth 1 becomes even more substantial when n increases;
• the relative decrease from canalizing depth 0 to canalizing depth 3 is already very close to the relative decrease from depth zero to the maximal depth (i.e., nested canalizing functions). 
Conclusions
We conducted computational experiments to investigate the attractor structure of Boolean networks defined by functions of varying canalizing depth. We observed that networks with higher canalizing depth tend to have fewer attractors and the sizes of the attractors decrease dramatically when the canalizing depth increases moderately. As a consequence, the basins tend to grow when the canalizing depth increases. These properties are desirable in many biological applications of Boolean networks, so our results give new indications of the biological utility of Boolean networks defined by functions of positive canalizing depth. Moreover, we observed that all the statistics we computed are almost the same in the case of the maximal possible canalizing depth (so-called nested canalizing Boolean networks) and in the case of moderate canalizing depth. This agrees with the results of Layne, Dimitrova, and Macauley [10] .This observation elucidates an interesting and powerful feature of canalization: even a very moderate canalizing influence in a Boolean network has a strong constraining influence on network dynamics. It would be of interest to explore the prevalence of this features in published Boolean network models.
Finally, we provide evidence that the observed phenomena will occur for Boolean networks with larger numbers of state variables.
